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A record of the UCS Meeting Minutes 
 

Attendees: Sally, Haley, Dan, Jasmine, Molly, Lucas, Mary, Luca, Mia 
 
 
Updates from last meeting 

Updates from last meeting’s action points 
Priya’s Senior Tutor meeting 

- HR is going to get involved; now an internal college matter 
- infographic up on the website to inform Clare students how to manage complaints 

Aadarsh and Lee Corke regarding buttery complaints 
- Aadarsh will email Lee again regarding the lack of meat free days in buttery 

Horrible histories bop 
- no nights left in term at the moment, therefore there may not be a horrible histories 

bop this term  
Pronoun badges 

- due to union changes, may be some delays in getting pronoun badges 
 
Committee updates 

Updates from any committee meetings UCS persons have attended 
Sally’s college council meeting  

- river room opening hours aren’t going to be change due to the costs needed to 
upkeep it in later hours and weekends  

- also issues with staff crossover with formals  
- looking into keeping the cafe open on Saturday 

- grill will be installed over summer 
- long discussions about carpets  
- Godwin and Latimer room should be open 2 weeks into Easter term  
- May event has been approved !!!! Buy tickets !!! 
- concerns that there will be removal of meat in college; may be a welfare issue? 
- will ask for student opinions on this  
- kinetics will be going live for college (not students) this week, kinetics for students 

will happen once balloting is finished  
- gardens may be waterlogged when they open (small chance of them not opening), 

however they are looking into drainage options to prevent this  
- no more formals on Tuesdays due to low uptake and staff difficulties  

 
Elections 
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Discussions around the upcoming UCS elections  

- tonight is the deadline for president, Tuesday for other roles (please apply!!!) 
- hustings (should) be on Friday!! 
- committee are encouraged to come up with questions (not too mean) for the 

candidates 
 
AOB 
Steward training  

- Sally will email Neil so that some of the next committee can be trained 
Constitution 

- is still being worked on!  
 
 

Meeting adjourned 


